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We make sure that there is no nasty stuff in our notebooks 
– even the water used to produce our paper is returned to 
the rivers cleaner than when it was taken out.

We use degradable and recyclable materials and only FSC 
certified paper. Dingbats* are biosafe because we enjoy 
being part of nature. We’re 100% vegan certified too!

For its UK sales, Dingbats* Notebooks Ltd donates 2% of 
its revenue to WWF-UK, a charity registered in England and 
Wales (1081247).

My great-great-grandfather established one of the first 
paper shops in the early 19th century, trading 
high-quality paper more or less continuously from then 
until the present day. I passionately believe that there’s 
still a place for this most traditional of materials in 
today’s high speed, digital world. Sometimes you need 
something that’s more tactile - more personal.

Our brand new range of Dingbats* Notebooks are 
designed with a fastidious eye for detail and come in a 
wide variety of sizes, formats and colour combinations.

There is a Dingbats to suit every need - in school, in the 
office, at home, or simply for personal use. Browse 
through this booklet and choose the one that reflects 
your own personality. 



Our signature collection comes in hardcover bound 
with PU leather, round corners, 100gsm coated cream, 
acid free paper (fountain-pen friendly), 192 micro- 
perforated pages with a lay flat design, an inner 
pocket, bookmark and elastic closure. Also includes a 
pen holder - perfect. Each notebook is debossed with 
an animal on its cover: Elephant, Deer, Bear, Tiger, 
Duck, Whale, Hippo, Wolf and Kangaroo. The 
endsheets of each notebook are also finely printed 
with a graphical footprint representation of the 
corresponding animal. 
The notebooks come in 4 different formats, A4+, A5+, 
A6 Pocket Side Bound and A6+ Reporter with Lined, 
Dotted, Grid, and Plain ruling variations.

Deer Whale

Tiger BearKangaroo

Wildlife Collection
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DuckHippoWolf



Our journaling collection comes in hardcover bound with 
PU leather, round corners, 100gsm coated cream, acid 
free paper (fountain-pen friendly), 192 pages with a lay 
flat design, an inner pocket, two bookmarks and an 
elastic closure. Extra features also include numbered 
pages, 3 index pages, 2 key pages, 16 micro-perforated 
pages and of course, a pen holder. Each journal is 
debossed with a representation of the respective region 
including The Serengeti National Park (tangerine 
orange), The Yasuni National Park (lime green), The 
Great Barrier Reef (sky blue), the Arctic (glicine) and 
The Eduarado Avaroa Reserve (emerald).

The endsheets of each notebook are also finely printed 
with an infographic spread of the endangered region.

Earth Collection

Sneak peak on what’s inside

Serengeti

Great Barrier Reef

Yasuni

Arctic Eduardo Avaroa



Our Pro Collection is everything an artist needs in a 
notebook. It comes in hardcover bound with textile 
that is made from renewable resources, round corners, 
160gsm matte white paper that is acid free and devel-
oped for journaling, sketching and drawing, 128 
pages with a lay flat design, an inner pocket, two 
bookmarks and an elastic closure. Each journal is 
black with a unique stamp on its cover: Bee and 
Cactus. The endsheets are also finely printed with an 
illustrative design of the respective stamp in gold.

The notebooks come in one size, B5.

Pro Collection - NEW!

Cactus

Bee

Pro Collection

Pro Collection



!topen or Artpen is one of the latest additions to the 
brand crafted all the way from Japan to get you the best 
in quality and style. !topen Twin Tip comes in a set of 6 
colours with two tips and water-based pigment ink. A 
flexible brush tip and a fine tip are in every marker 
making them ideal for calligraphy, art, colouring, fine 
art, illustrations, doodling and journaling. 

The packaging is made from 100% recycled materials.

Pastel Colours: Butter, Island Coral, Candy Pink, English 
Lavender, Powder Blue, Clover

Primary Colours: Pure Yellow, Pure Red, Pure Pink, Pure 
Blue, Pure Green, Pure Black

Trend Colours: Ocean, Orange, Violet, Brown, Burgundy, 
Kiwi

Primary Pastel

Key Features: Archival Quality • Fade proof • Acid-free  •Lightfast • Waterproof • Bleed Proof • Xylene-free • Odourless

Trend

!topen Fineliner is a water-based pigment ink pen with 
with steady ink flows ensuring smudge-free results. The 
fine tip makes it ideal for bullet journaling, calligraphy, 
art drawings, colouring, fine art, illustrations, doodling, 
writing, lettering, technical drawings, manga and 
anime.

Colour: Black. Tip: 0.5mm

Key Features: Archival Quality • Waterproof • Bleed Proof • Smudge-proof • Lightfast

Black

The !topen Fineliner in Black also comes in a pack of 
four pens with four different nib sizes:

01, 03, 04, 08



The greatest companion to our products has finally 
been released. Our backpacks are made from post 
consumer recycled plastic bottles and highly weather 
proof backing. They are highly durable containing YKK 
Racquet Coil zippers and matte black zinc alloy buck-
les providing a better combination of strength and 
toughness. 

Extra features include top and frontal openings with 
inside organisers and a 15" laptop compartment, a 
reinforced PU vegan leather bottom, 2 lateral pockets 
to ensure your thirst is well taken care of and padded 
adjustable shoulder straps with a card pocket.

VOLUME: 25 Litres ; Dimensions: 40 x 29 x 13 cm 
(15.75 x 11.4 x 5.12 in)

Recycled PET Backpacks - NEW!

Forest Volcano Desert

Inside compartments 25L volume with a secure
15" laptop sleeve

Padded shoulder straps
with luggage strap

Top & frontal
openings

Reinforced PU vegan
leather bottom

Water Repellant Card pocket

Matte Black Zinc
Alloy Buckle

YKK Racquet 
Coil Zippers

2 lateral pockets



Quality and nature friendly products need quality and 
nature friendly displays. We have created three new 
ways to showcase Dingbats* in your stores made purely 
from 100% recycled materials and come free with your 
purchases. Each stand is accompanied with an 
instruction manual, and if needed, a 3D video tutorial is 
available for your reference online.

Product Display Materials

SMALL COUNTERTOP DISPLAY
8 A5+ notebooks

Size (w/h/d): 175x235x360mm 
Product code: S5000S

MEDIUM COUNTERTOP NOTEBOOK DISPLAY
8 A6/A6+ notebooks
6 A5+ notebooks
4 A4+ notebooks

Size (w/h/d): 470x250x520mm 
Product code: S5000M

LARGE FLOOR NOTEBOOK DISPLAY
20-24 A6/A6+ notebooks
30-36 A5+ notebooks
10-12 A4+ notebooks

Size (w/h/d): 510x350x1650mm
Product code: S5000L

S5000L

S5000MS5000S


